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Why do we need a cure in an era of effective ART?
• Human costs
– Stigma/discrimination
– Long-term health: Obesity, comorbidities, polypharmacy

• Public health costs
– ART is lifelong and expensive:
Total spent on HIV/AIDS: ~
$50 billion/year
– Social disruptions affect
access (COVID)
– Despite massive global
investments, many (~50%) not

What will a cure need to do?
Optimal (aspirational) target product profile

From a public health perspective,
the ideal curative intervention will
be readily scalable, safe, effective
in everyone – including those not
on ART – and protect against reinfection

What will a cure need to do?
Optimal (aspirational) target product profile

A cure is not needed for those who
are doing well on ART and can
access these drugs indefinitely but
for everyone else, including those
who are untreated

Why does HIV persist
indefinitely?

The Problem: Latent Reservoir
• HIV persists as fully
integrated genome in
largely tissue-based
memory T cell population
• Only ~1% of genomes are
fully intact and only a
subset of these proviruses
are “rebound-competent”,
making reservoir hard to
measure
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Specific HIV integration sites are
linked to clonal expansion and
persistence of infected cells

H

Cells maintained by
homeostatic
proliferation; designed
Article
to persist indefinitely

HIV-1 Integration Landscape
during Latent and Active Infection

Longitudinal Genetic Characterization Reveals
That Cell Proliferation Maintains a Persistent
HIV Type 1 DNA Pool During Effective HIV
Therapy

D

Downloaded from www.sciencemag.org on March 9, 2015

Proliferation of cells with HIV
integrated into cancer genes
contributes to persistent infection

Downloaded from http://jid.oxfordjournals.or

Proliferation: latently infected cells clonally expand
Latent infection
Long lived
cell

T cell
proliferation

• Clonally expanded cells make
up most of the reservoir
• Expanded cells can produce
virus resulting in low level
viremia and/or viral rebound
• Drivers for proliferation
• Antigen specific expansion
• Homeostatic proliferation
• Site of integration

\Wang Z, et al. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 2018; Lorenzo G, et al. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 2016; Huang J
Exp Med 2017; Bui Plos Path 2017; McManue J Clin Inv 2019; De Scheerder et al., Cell Host Microbe
2019
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How will it be defined and
measured?

Goal of therapy: Cure (eradication)
• Complete removal of all replication-competent
HIV
• No residual stigma (key outcome in surveys)
• May have been achieved with Berlin Patient but
impossible to prove
– People may never really know if they are cured
• Will likely require gene modifications therapies

Goal of therapy: Remission (control)
• Durable control of a residual population
– Elite/exceptional control
– Post-treatment controllers
– Long-term ART (depot formulations)
• Antibody positive, persistent inflammation, possible risk of
rebound
• Readily achieved in monkey models with various combination
approaches (immunotherapy)

Initation of ART as
PrEP (“Fiebig 0”)
resulted in multi-log
reduction in reservoir,
but at least one virus
had established
latency

• Carefully performed treatment interruptions often the only
interpretable way to answer the question
• No validated biomarker of the systemic rebound-competent reservoir
• No validated immunologic correlates of post-ART control

• Can it be done safely?
•
•
•
•
•

Exclude those with low nadir, history of cancer/CAD
High baseline CD4+ T cell count
Age limits
Partner engagement (PrEP)
Conservative restart criteria: Symptoms, CD4+ T cell decline, sustained
viremia

How will HIV be cured?

HIV cure strategies
Most approaches involve combination of reservoir reduction and immune enhancement
(“reduce and control”), with growing interest in gene therapy and eventually “one shot”
cures
Early ART

Latency reversal
Latency silencing

Gene therapy
Reservoir reduction
and elimination

Vaccines
Antibodies

Immunotherapy

Immune
enhancement

Early ART

Very early ART is not curative

ART in Fiebig I for >96 weeks

Very early ART (including “Fiebig 0”) is not
curative
ART in Fiebig I for >96 weeks

PrEP/ART during acute
(“Fiebig 0”) infection

• Some (~10%) of people who start therapy
early (but not too early) and remain on
therapy for years exhibit at least partial
control after ART is interrupted
• May occur in chronic infection (rare)

• No biomarker available
• Mechanism unknown
• Elite controllers: Adaptive immunity (CD8+ T
cells)
• PTCs: Innate immunity (NK cells)

Most PTCs started ART
early, but not too early
Some host response
likely needs to be
primed (but not
overwhelmed) during
acute infection to set
the stage for posttreatment control

Latency reversal (shock and
kill)

Shock and kill

• Multiple latency reversing agents (LRAs) tested: effect
in humans is modest at best and inconsistent, and has
rarely associated with reservoir reduction
• Basic discovery aimed at identifying novel pathways or
combinations

SMAC-mimetics routinely induce
latency reversal in animal models

• No change in reservoir or delay in rebound
– Why do productive, virus-producing cells persist?

• Toxicity may prevent rapid clinical development

Latency silencing (block and
lock)

Natural cures and exceptional control
Intact proviral genomes accumulate in “gene
deserts”, which is associated with deep and possibly
irreversible latency

Natural Cure
HIV diagnosed in 1992, no ART, undetectable virus 24
years (39 viral loads; one blip), no intact HIV DNA, low
and declining HIV antibody levels; lowest level of HIV
ever recorded

Test

Cell
number

Cell type

Sequencin
g

>1.5b

PBMC

Intact DNA
(PCR)

14m

Resting
CD4

Viral
outgrowth

340m

Resting
CD4

Exceptional Controllers and “Block and Lock”
• Rare clinical phenotype
• Mechanism unknown
• Are we treating too many elite controllers?
• Can we recapitulate this phenotype therapeutically?
• Lock-and-block strategies: mTOR inhibitors
• Long-term ART

Gene therapy

Gene editing for an HIV Cure: Proof of Concept

“It’s great that I finally
have someone added
to my family. It’s been
too long”
Timothy Brown, Science
March 2019

Gene Therapy: Targets and Strategies
• Protect: engineer uninfected cells to be resistant to HIV
– Proof-of-concept: Berlin, London and Dusseldorf cases

• Kill: enhance anti-HIV immune responses (CAR-T cells)
•

Proof-of-concept in people pending

• Control: Induce life-long production of antiviral antibodies
•

POC established in monkeys (Miami monkey)

•

POC in people pending (VRC07, CROI LB)

• Purge: Selectively disrupt and deactivate provirus
•

POC established in mice
Paula Cannon

One-shot cure approaches

Gene delivery of long-acting
antiviral (bANb) or direct in
vivo gene editing (HIV,
CCR5) might eventually lead
to durable cure for treated
and even untreated people
Aspirational, but theoretically
possible

Gene editing for an HIV Cure
Can cells be made into antibody factories that persist indefinitely?

• Miami Monkey: Cured by with
a vector (AAV) that
introduced bNAb genes into
tissues
• VRC 603: 8 people received
AAV (three doses); 2/3 at
high dose had sustained
production of VRC-07

Casazza et al., CROI 2020 (LB 41)

Immunotherapy: Vaccines,
broadly neutralizing
antibodies, adjuvants,
cytokines, and immune
checkpoint blockers

“Elite” control is most consistently associated with HIV-specific
CD8+ T cell responses, although other pathways are likely
involved
Protective Class I Alleles
B*57, B*27, B*13, B*58
CD8+ T Cell Proliferation

Gag-specific degranulation, cytokines
(polyfunctional CD8+ T cells)

Inhibitory activity (ex vivo
autologous CD4+ T cells)

Perforin and granzyme killing

Low PD-1,
CTLA-4, TIGIT

Low CD38

Vulnerable
epitopes

TCR diversity

Polyfunctional
CD4+ T cells

Public TCR

Low T reg
function

Low IDO

Combination Immunotherapy: Proof-of-concept in monkeys

Reduce and Control

Combining Multiple Modalities To Achieve a Sustained
Viral Remission in the Absence of ART

Courtesy of Warner Greene

Combinatorial therapy with a therapeutic
conserved element DNA/MVA vaccine strategy, a
TLR9 agonist and broadly neutralizing antibodies:
A pilot study aimed at inducing an HIV remission
(IND 18488)

A short history of HIV cure research: from cure to
remission to cure again
2009
The Berlin
patient

2019
The London
patient

•

2014-now
Case reports of
remission

•
•

2010
Post treatment
control
(remission)

•

1997
HIV latency
identified

VISCONTI
SPARTAC
CHAMP

2020
Who and why
we need a cure
is changing
Latency is far
more complex
Combination
approaches will
be needed
High interest in
more invasive
strategies that
will lead to cure

Conclusions
• Progress continues to be made, primarily in animal models
• Multiple approaches are being tested
– All are likely to initially be less effective than optimally delivered
ART
– Iterative process expected with multiple “shots on goal” and
ultimate optimization for addressing the needs of the global
pandemic

• Massive synergies exist with HIV prevention (vaccines,
bNAbs) and non-HIV immunotherapies (cancer, transplant,
autoimmunity)

Update on IAS-Durban: Focus on ART
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